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INTRODUCTION
Beer Master is a turn based strategy game for 6 players at the
most. It is based on learning how to brew beer by using its 4
main ingredients: Water, Malt, Hop and Yeast.
The winner will be the player that accumulates more points at
the end of the game. The points are obtained by brewing beers.
The more elaborate the beer recipe is, the more game points the
player will obtain.
Some beers can only be obtained with extra cards and there are
different strategies and cards which can help you thrive in the
game or into wiping out your opponent’s round. This game is
like that: effervescent as a Weissbier, dark like a Porter,
complex as a Barley Wine, sour like a Kriek and bitter as a
double IPA.
Do you have what it takes to become a Beer Master?
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INGREDIENTES CARDS
There are 4 kinds of ingredients: Water, Malt, Hop and Yeast.
Each one of them depicts a quarter of a circle. You must put
together the 4 ingredients in order to brew a beer. So, the whole
circle will be complete. Let’s see which cards correspond with
the ingredients:
Water

Malt

Hop

Yeast

WATER: Almost everybody knows that there are
several types of malt, hop and yeast but we tend to
forget that there is an unique ingredient at every
beer which consists in a 90% of its full
composition: water.

MALT: Malt is obtained by drying and toasting the
cereal, which can be barley or wheat. It provides
sweetness, texture and colour on every beer.You may
find 3 kinds of malt in the game: barley basis (base
de cebada), caramel (barley too) and wheat (trigo).
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HOP: The unique bitter and aromatic flavours
which give character to every beer are obtained
from the hop flowers. We have selected 3 kinds of
hop for the game: Willamette, Fudge and Simcoe.

YEAST: The key element in the fermentation
process. Actually, the 3 main yeast types are
related to the temperature at which fermentation is
reached: Ale (high), Lager (low) y Lambic
(spontaneous).

Clarifying disclaimer regarding the ingredients:
Beer Master was created with true love and admiration towards
the brewing process. Thus, we don’t want that the
simplification at the game routine will lead you to any
misunderstanding: in real life there are more than one hundred
varieties of hop and malt and, moreover, one beer may contain
several types at once. Regarding the yeast, the game offers the
3 main types but these three families are subdivided into
several different yeasts. Actually, even the origin of the water
may affect the brewing process of certain varieties. All this
considered, it’s not so weird that there are so many kinds of
beers and that new kinds and flavours keep coming every day.
Don’t you think so?
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EXTRA CARDS
Each extra card is only valid for an specific group of premium
beers. There are 4 kinds of extra cards:
BAVARIAN (Bávaro): A long time ago, the accuracy
and precision of Marzenbiers’s fermentation
procedure reached far beyond the boundaries of
Germany. If you have this card, a true Bavarian
master will instill all his wisdom in your craft
brewery. Moreover, each time you buy a malt card,
the Bavarian Card allows you to pay 1 less cereal
coin than the official price (1$ instead of 2$).
ABBOT (Abad): The ancient secrets of the
legendary Belgian beers can only be accessed by
the monks in the renowned Trappist abbeys. Get
this card to obtain these beers. Moreover, each
time you buy a yeast card, the Abbot Card allows
you to pay 1 less cereal coin than the official price
(2$ instead of 3$).
CRAFTSMAN (Artesano): Since its dawn at
sunny's California facing up the boring American
industrial beers, craft brewing is a constant rising
phemomenon. Hire a craftsman for daring
specialties and high quality limited editions.
Moreover, each time you buy an extra card, the
Craftsman Card allows you to pay 1 less cereal
coin than the official price (4$ instead of 5$).
BARREL (Barrica): Some beers need time. The
barrel maturation is a hard and slow process but
the outcome surely makes up for any issues. You
will find it by yourself by
purchasing this
shipment of the best French oak barrels.
Moreover, each time you buy a hop card, the
Barrel Card allows you to pay 1 less cereal coin
than the official price (2$ instead of 3$).
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BEER CARDS
Classic beer cards are obtained by collecting 4 ingredients while
Premium beer cards need, besides the 4 related ingredients, 1 or
2 extra cards:
CLASSIC BEER

Value: based on the shortage
of the required ingredients
and/or the amount of needed
extra cards.
Classic: 2 Min. and 3 max.
Premium: 4 Min. and 6 max.
Ingredients: here you will
find the required types of
malt, hop and yeast. Water is
the constant ingredient for
any beer.
Extras (premium only): here you
will find the required extra cards
for brewing (bavarian, abbot,
craftsman or barrel). There can be
one or two extra cards.

PREMIUM BEER

PLAYER TOKENS
Each colour represents one player. If you place the last ingredient
of a pint, you must place one of your tokens beside in order to
identify the pint as yours. Also, you may pawn your tokens to
obtain more cereal coins.

CEREAL COINS
You will need cereals to obtain ingredients, extra and action cards.
There are 2 kinds of cereal coins according to their value: 1$ and 2$.
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ACTION CARDS
These cards are one use only so, once the function is
accomplished, they return to the related deck. There are 9
different action cards:
FROST (Helada): Everybody, except the player who
tossed the card, loses 50% of their cereal coins so
they are returned to the bank. If the amount of
coins is an odd figure, you must round it by
subtracting -1 so the figure turns to even.
BARN (Granero): The player who tosses the card
decides which player loses 50% of his/her cereal
coins. These coins will be transferred to the
warehouse of the player who tosses the card. If the
amount of coins is an odd figure, you must round it
by subtracting -1 so the figure turns to even.
BRIBE (Soborno): This card allows its owner to
steal from other player any complete pint over the
bar. The player token is returned to its owner and
replaced for the new owner. If it’s a premium beer,
the player who tosses the card must have the
required extra card (or cards) to get the pint.
SLIP (Resbalón): It allows to “break” any pint over
the bar (it may be totally complete or just some
ingredients). The ingredients are returned to the
market. If the pint was complete, the beer card is
returned to the cellar and the player token is given
back to its owner.
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MORE BARREL (Más barriles): The beers in the
cellar are returned to the deck while they are
replaced by the same amount of new cards. If any
incomplete pints in the bar don’t correspond with
the new beer cards in the cellar, the ingredients
must be returned to the market.
ALCHEMY (Alquimia): when toosed next to an
ingredient card, it allows to swap it for another
ingredient. The replacement is only available for the
same kind of ingredient. E.g.: an Ale yeast can be
turned into Lager or Lambic but not into a Hop,
Water or a Malt. WARNING: Although 2 cards are
tossed (alchemy + ingredient) only one action is
taken. So, there is another action available.
THIEF (Ladrón): It allows to steal an extra card
(Bavarian, abbot, craftsman or barrel) from the
warehouse of any player and transfer it to the
warehouse of the player who tossed the action card.

SPY (Espía): The player who tosses the card may
see the hand of any player (only one) he/she decides
and steal one card of his/her choice.

GUARD (Guarda): It blocks the effect of any action
card that another player may use. The guard card is
tossed just after the action card you want to defeat
is tossed by the opponent. Both action cards are
returned to the market at once. This is the only card
that is played out of your turn. When you use it, you
are not spending any of the two actions that you are
allowed to take at your own turn.
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GAME PREPARATION
Shuffle all the beer cards and place facing up 6 of them. These 6
cards will be the “cellar”. Leave the deck with the remaining
beers next to the cellar. Split up the rest of the cards in 4 decks
facing down. These 4 decks will be the “market”:
· Deck 1: Water and Malt (Agua y Maltas).
· Deck 2: Hop (Lúpulos).
· Deck 3: Yeast (Levaduras).
· Deck 4: Extra & Action cards (cartas Extra y de Acción).
In order to identify them, leave next to each deck one of the
corresponding cards facing up.
Each player gets at the beginning 4 player tokens and two 1$
cereal coins, which will be placed in front of each one of them.
These spaces will be the “warehouses” (one warehouse per
player). Moreover, each player gets 3 ingredients’ cards (1 from
the water/malts deck, 1 from the hop deck and 1 from the yeast
deck). These cards are given facing down and they can only be
seen by each related player. In the middle of the gaming area,
leave a blank space for the “bar”, which is the place where the
pints will be brewed. Keep in mind that the bar space must be big
enough to contain the 4 required pints to fulfill an entire round
(16 cards altogether).
The illustration on page 10 depicts an example of how the cards
and tokens must be displayed in order to start the game.
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MARKET
Used or
sold cards
Cards for
sale

Water &
Malts
PRICE:2$

Hops
PRICE:3$

Yeasts
PRICE:3$

BAR

Extras &
Action
PRICE:5$

CELLAR

WAREHOUSE (1 per player)

INITIAL HAND
(each player can only
see his/her own hand).
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TURN DESCRIPTION
There are 4 types of possible actions per turn. These 4 types are
selling, buying, playing and pawning/redeeming:
· SELLING: A player may sell 1 or 2 cards of his/her own in the same
turn. They can be ingredients or special cards. In order to sell a card you
just put it faced up next to its corresponding deck and collect the related
amount of cereal coins. These are the rates on selling per deck:
· Water or Malt card: 2 $.
· Hop card: 3 $.
· Yeast card: 3 $.
· Extra or Action card: 5 $.
· BUYING: A player may buy 1 or 2 cards from the market in the same
turn. In order to buy cards, you must pay to the bank (check the
rates at the previous section “selling”) and pick up the cards from
the corresponding deck. Note: if you have any extra cards in your
warehouse, check if they allow you to obtain a discount in the
purchase (as seen on section “Extra Cards” at page 5).
· PLAYING: You may play 1 or 2 cards from your hand per turn:
- The ingredients are played by placing them faced up at the
corresponding beer on the bar.
- Extra cards are played by placing them faced up at each own
warehouse.
- Action cards are played by showing them to all the players. Once the
action is completed (as seen on section “Action Cards” at page 7), the
card is returned to the pile used or sold cards next to the
corresponding deck.
· PAWNING/REDEEMING: You may pawn your player tokens by
trading them for cereal coins. In order to do so, you must place your
token(s) next to the market cards decks. You will receive 3 cereal
coins per token. If you want to redeem a token, you must pay 5
cereal coins. You can pawn or redeem as many player tokens as
you wish per action.
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FOREMOST CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO THE TURN
You can only perform 2 actions per turn. For instance, you
may sell a card and buy another in the same turn, but there is
no room for any more because you already have performed 2
actions (selling 1 card and buying 1 card).
Likewise, if you perform 2 actions of the same type, you have
spent your turn. For instance, if you sell 2 random cards.
If you trade one card for another (for instance, one hop from
your hand for another from the deck), your turn is over
because, actually you performed 2 actions (selling a hop and
buying another hop).
Extra cards reduce the buying rate but not the selling rate
(e.g.: ”Barrel” allows you to buy hop for 2$ but if you are selling,
you get 3$ for the same hop).
You can’t play more than one card of each type of extra
cards. That is: you will not be able to have more extra cards in
your warehouse than the following: 1 abbot, 1 barrel, 1
craftsman and 1 Bavarian. Never more than one per type.
Remember that, if you’re trying to obtain a pint, it’s
INDISPENSABLE to place one of your tokens next to the
beer card once you place the last ingredient. If you don’t have
any tokens, that’s because you pawned them. Redeem at least
one token or you can´t play the last ingredient of a pint.
You can have 5 CARDS MAXIMUM in your hand. If you want
more cards, you must play or sell at least one beforehand.
END OF TURN: Once your turn is over, you get one 1$ cereal
coin. You receive 1$ aditional for each ingredient card you
have played (that is: one more cereal coin for each card you
have placed on a pint in the bar).
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GAME DEVELOPMENT
The game evolves by rounds. One round is over when there are
4 totally brewed beers on the bar.
On your own turn, you can play your ingredients’ cards by
placing them in the bar if they correspond with a suitable
combination related to at least 1 of the beers displayed in the
cellar (e.g: if there is only one beer in the cellar which requires
Simcoe hop and it’s an Ale beer, you can’t place a Simcoe hop
in a pint with Lager yeast).
The first ingredient to place to initiate a pint can be, equally,
water, malt, hop or yeast. If it’s the second ingredient to be
placed, the card must “fit” in horizontal or vertical
orientation with the previous ingredient but not in diagonal:

Ingredients placement: While the previous rules are abided
and the circle is fulfilled, the order of the ingredients is
irrelevant. All of them are valid:
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FOREMOST GAME RULES
Several players may place ingredients on the same pint, no
matter who placed the first ingredient.
You may place an ingredient on any pint or you can start a new
pint on your own but a maximum of 4 pints are allowed on the
bar per round.
The pint is awarded to the player who places its last
ingredient. When a pint is fully brewed, the corresponding beer
card is placed on a plastic base next to the four ingredients. The
player who gets the pint places one of his/her tokens in order
to identify its owner.
If it’s a premium beer, the player who places the last ingredient
must have in his/her warehouse the corresponding extra
card(s).
If one of the decks from the market is out of cards, shuffle the
pile of discarded ones and replace the deck with them.
If someone “breaks” a pint (as seen on “slip” action card at page
7), its ingredients’ cards are returned to the market, the beer
card comes back to the cellar and the token returns to the
related player´s warehouse.
If a new player gets a pint which was fully brewed on the bar (as
seen on “bribe” action card at page 7), the player token is
replaced by the token of the new owner next to the beer card
base.
Sometimes, it may happen that the combination of ingredients
of a half brewed pint in the bar is not suitable for any of the
beers in the cellar. This has two possible explanations: The
corresponding beer has already been completed with another
pint or someone has tossed the “more barrels” action card (as
seen on page 8). In both cases, in order to avoid blocking the
pint, all its ingredients must be returned to the market.
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END OF GAME
A round is over once there are 4 complete pints in the bar (that
is, once the last ingredient is placed). There are two kinds of
rounds:
Standard round: If you are going to play at least one more
round, the pint ingredients come back to the market and each
player claims the beer cards which he/she obtained during the
round, and they place them in their corresponding warehouse.
The player tokens are too retrieved (except those that are in
pawn). As only 2 beer cards remain in the cellar, you must add
4 new beer cards so there can be 6 again. All players keep their
coins, extra cards and their hand of cards. Now, everything is in
order to start a new round.
Final Round: Either if it’s the last round or if you’re playing an
express game, each player claims the beer cards which he/she
obtained during the round and then, he/she adds the beer
cards in his/her warehouse from previous rounds. The grand
total obtained by adding the value of your beer cards is your
final score. The player who obtains more points is the Beer
Master!

KEEP IN MIND:
The value in a
beer is the number
at the upper left
corner of the card
(in this example,
the value is 2).
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TYPES OF GAME
TYPES OF GAME

There are 3 types of games according to the number of rounds
to play in each of them:
· Express: 1 round ( duration of 20’ to 30’).
· Standard: 2 rounds or any number of rounds the players
agree to contend (duration of more than 40’).
· Hardcore: As the game keeps going, you will find that at the
beginning of the last round there would only be 5 cards left in
the cellar instead of the usual 6. Thus, once this round is
finished, you will play an extra round with just the 1
remaining card in the cellar. The rules on this extra round
are the same as one normal round (although there is only 1
pint to accomplish , you may start up to 4 pints on the bar).
WARNING: The value of this last beer gets multipled by 2
(duration of more than 90’).
TIE BREAKER

If 2 or more players obtain the same final score, they can use 2
systems as tie breaker (the system must be decided before the
game gets started):
· Mort Subite: The winner is the player who has more cereal
coins in his/her warehouse. If they have the same amount of
coins, they must use the Gold Pint System.
· Gold Pint: The players who become tied play a last round
with special rules: the cellar is not restocked (there are only
2 remaining beer cards from the previous round) and the
players can only brew 1 pint in the bar. The first to be
awarded this pint is the winner.
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ONE PLAYER MODE
You start the game with the same amount of cards, coins and
tokens as in a regular game. The difference is that now you are
playing against a “ghost brewer”, that begins the game with 4
player tokens but without any coins or cards. The “ghost
brewer” turn is shelf winding: take one card from the market
(without payment, totally free) and, if it can be played, toss it
right away. If there is no room to place the card, it returns to
the market in the same turn; the “ghost brewer” can’t collect
cards.
In each turn of the “ghost brewer”, a card is picked from each
deck, in the same order as they are placed: this is, at the first
turn, take one card from the water and malt deck, at the second
turn, one hop card, one yeast card at the third while at the fourth
turn, the “ghost brewer” takes one card from extra & action
deck. At the fifth turn, the cycle restarts: take one card from the
water and malt deck and do it so again repeteadly in the same
order as long as the game goes on. If the “ghost brewer” takes one
extra card, it must be placed in its own warehouse (or it’s
returned to the market if there is already one).
The “ghost brewer” can’t play any action card. So any action
card obtained in its turn it’s automatically returned.
If the “ghost brewer” puts the last ingredient of a pint, you must
place its player token next to the awarded beer card, just as
it´’s done in the case of a real player.
If there are several options to place an ingredient at the turn of
the “ghost brewer”, you may choose whatever you think it’s
better for your own purposes (this is, if there is a pint on the
bar which would be totally brewed by placing an Ale card and
it’s the turn of the “ghost brewer”, you better toss the Ale card
in any other place in order to avoid that the “ghost brewer”
would be awarded that beer card).
Both scores and rounds’ systems work the same as they do in a
regular game.
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DECK OF CARDS FOR 3 PLAYERS OR LESS
Before playing a game for 2 or 3 players or if you are going to
try the one player mode, pull out the following cards from the
deck in order to enjoy a more free-flowing game:
Water:
· Pull out 3 Water cards.
Malts:
· Pull out 2 Barley basis cards.
· Pull out 2 Caramel cards.
· Pull out 1 Wheath card.
Hop:
· Pull out 2 Willamette cards.
· Pull out 2 Fudge cards.
· Pull out 1 Simcoe.
Yeast:
· Pull out 2 Ale cards.
· Pull out 2 Lager cards.
· Pull out 1 Lambic card.
Extra:
· Pull out
· Pull out
· Pull out
· Pull out

1
1
1
1

Abbot card.
Bavarian card.
Craftsman card.
Barrel card.
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HALL OF FAME
These 2 pages pay our respects to the benefactors who made
possible the first edition of Beer Master with their contribution
at the Verkami crowdfunding.
Cheers, Beer Masters!!
Beatriz Llueca “Bea” · El Fermentador · Granada Beer
Company · Padis · Cia de jocs l'Anònima · Cervezania · Loli
Llanos · Labirratorium Espacio Cervecero · L'Artesana
Cervecería, Huesca · Curiosite · Familia Niño Frutos ·
Carlos Alonso “Monchis” · Ivan · Fon · Juan Carlos
Carballa · Jaume i Alba · Koketron · Fredete · Alex Feliu ·
Pau Romeo · Rosa Mª Píriz · Jorge Izquierdo Bueno ·
Santiago Llueca “Santi” · María Esparragosa · Pablo
Álvarez "Pablote" · Marco · Fernando Cabrera · Ernesto
Peláez · Fernando Fernández Rico “Obi” · JJaVMeTaL ·
Alexandra López e Iñigo Mariño · Jesús García García ·
Lluís Trulls · Daniel López Castelló i Laura Mora López ·
Fernando Moreno · Hop Scotch Malaga · Abichus · ErJose ·
Eloi Blanco "Sour Man" · Víctor Gracia · Moritz "Moss"
Wundke · Alex Rodellas Narbona · Thantalas · Mojarrison
· Maria Sastre · Aca10 · Don Cobacho · Jose Luis Valiño ·
Carlos Rubén Cossío · Carlos Martínez-Abarca Márquez ·
Jorge López MK · Santi Instabirras · Cervesa Kerunta ·
Inma The Boss · Craft Beer Culture · Julen Egunsenti
Garagardoak · Alicia · Pablo Santano González · Sandago
· Adrian Cobos García · Alex San Nicolas · David e Ana ·
Pikotua · Carlos · Tanke04 · Emili Samper · David Salazar
· Ángel Merino Resino · Mg4rc1a · Sacalatox · Esteban
Saiz · César Alcántara · Redki · Rubén Pérez García ·
Jbeast · Paco Jones · Mateo Menéndez · La Mery y el
Andrew · David Hernández Rubio · Manuel Menéndez
Alfonso · Jose Campillo · Ses Costelles de Ca'n Fava ·
Alberto Jose Erveza · Isildur · Miguel V. Pardo Alonso ·
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Brais Ferso · Maguado · Andrea Fajardo · GatoDJ ·
German · Guille Mrt · Dam Peinador · Juan Miguel
Llorente "Joe" · Juan Carlos “Charlangas” · Raquel
Giganta · NaChoX86 · Víctor Cubero Jiménez · Eduardo
AntaresGC · Robe · Fermín · Graciela · Alberto Llueca ·
Dani Cantabella · Jastik · Artubén · Jose Luis Valiño ·
Alberto González Marqués · Santiago Palomino · José Luis
· Manzi · Ricardo López · Mojarrison · Iñigo R. · Koisha ·
Laura Rubio Vela · Peyikasaurio · Picito · Ricardo · Juan
Castro Jaira · Alex M. · Juan Carlos Lora · Pere C · Sutil ·
Pepe Lázaro · Sito21 y Mutan7 · Aran Garcia · Claudia ·
Mey · Familia Ortega Jaca · Marquetes · MaiSunny ·
Joctradicional · Kevin Beer Junkie · Keite · Família
Badalló Nogué · Liria y Rafa · Martyn · Imanol Grijalba ·
Carlos H Carrera · Sus&George · Elga SB · Oskar the
beering bearded bear-bird · Antonio García Casquero ·
Karry · Ángel · David Hernández Galceran · Buti Perez ·
Jorge Pitarch (Pimot) · Pit Von Hopper · Alisa · Periger ·
Heiker · Enric i Joana · Vic Vk · Chirrifriski · Sazeck ·
Esther · Gonzalo · Art Von Hopper · Jamesalways &
Ensimisma · SergioSV · Laia Capellas · Newaza Beer ·
David S.G. · Raül Teba · Bernat Pechobierto Salt ·
Vicvirra · Michelle Kay · Zeus Gómez Saez · Proyecto
GLIRP · Sefena · Juan Francisco Yébenes Peña · Halysia ·
Blanca · Ismael Balmaseda · Elrohid · @llupols · Paulo
Romero · Julen, Ainhoa y Héctor · Álvaro Hurtado Fuentes
· Dandra · Cliff Hanger · Fenfan · Srinking · Nathalie
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DOWNLOAD AREA
At the following link, you may download the complete English
Instructions Manual for Beer Master the Game. Moreover, we
will update the section with extra stuff. Please, check it
regularly. In the case you may find any problems or if you
have any questions or doubts, please contact us at
comercial@beermasterthegame.com
Special thanks to Alisa Linarejos for her support & advice
during the composition of this English Manual.

beermasterthegame.com/downloads
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11 water cards

BOX CONTENTS
11 action cards

18 malt cards

36 cereal coins 1$

18 hop cards

10 cereal coins 5$

18 yeast cards

24 player tokens

25 beer cards

4 transparent bases

24 extra cards

1 instructions manual
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